
1. Hardness1. Hardness

A material that canA material that can’’t be scratched is hardt be scratched is hard

A material that can be easily scratched is soft.A material that can be easily scratched is soft.

Wood is soft. Glass is hardWood is soft. Glass is hard



2. Electrical conductivity2. Electrical conductivity

►► Electrical conductivityElectrical conductivity
isis thethe abilityability ofof a material a material 
toto conductconduct electricalelectrical
energyenergy..

►► Conductor: Conductor: material material that that 
transmits electricitytransmits electricity (eg (eg 
metals)metals)

►► InsulatorInsulator: : a a material material with with 
negligible electrical negligible electrical 
conductivityconductivity (eg plastics)(eg plastics)



3. Thermal conductivity3. Thermal conductivity

►► ThermalThermal
conductivityconductivity isis thethe
abilityability ofof a material a material toto
conductconduct heatheat..

►► A material A material withwith goodgood
thermalthermal conductivityconductivity isis
a a thermalthermal conductorconductor

►► A material is A material is insulator insulator 
whenwhen it doesnit doesn’’t t 
conduct heat.conduct heat.



4. Flexibility and stiffness4. Flexibility and stiffness

►► Stiffness Stiffness is the ability of a material to withstand a force is the ability of a material to withstand a force 
without breaking or bending. without breaking or bending. 

►► FlexibilityFlexibility is the ability of a material to bend without is the ability of a material to bend without 
breaking.breaking.

►► The material in the second plank is The material in the second plank is flexibleflexible. The first . The first 
plank is made of a plank is made of a rigidrigid or or stiffstiff material.material.



5. Plasticity and Elasticity5. Plasticity and Elasticity

►► The first material is elastic, because it recovers its The first material is elastic, because it recovers its 

original shape when pressure stops.original shape when pressure stops.

►► The second material is plastic, because after being The second material is plastic, because after being 

deformed it doesndeformed it doesn’’t recover its original shape.t recover its original shape.



6. Brittleness and Toughness6. Brittleness and Toughness

► A material is brittle if 
it is susceptible to 
fracture when a force 
is exerted on it.

► A material is tough if 
it withstands sudden 
shocks without 
breaking.



7. Permeability7. Permeability

►► The girl dressed for the rain wears The girl dressed for the rain wears impermeableimpermeable

clothes. Water doesnclothes. Water doesn’’t go through it.t go through it.

►► The boy is wet because cotton is a The boy is wet because cotton is a permeablepermeable

fabric. Water goes through its pores.fabric. Water goes through its pores.



8. Transparency, Translucence 8. Transparency, Translucence 

and Opacityand Opacity
►► TransparentTransparent materials let light go through them and materials let light go through them and 

objects at the other side can be clearly seen.objects at the other side can be clearly seen.

►► TranslucentTranslucent materials let light go through them but materials let light go through them but 
objects at the other side canobjects at the other side can’’t be clearly seen.t be clearly seen.

►► OpaqueOpaque materials donmaterials don’’t let light go through them and t let light go through them and 
objects at the other side cannot be seen.objects at the other side cannot be seen.



9. Density comparison9. Density comparison

►Density is a measure of mass per unit of volume. 

► If a material is denser than water it will sink but if 
it is lighter it will float.


